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Angela Merkel, Germany's chancellor, is approaching the midpoint of
her fourth term in power. She is due to step down in 2017.Ahead of

the next election Merkel has found it necessary to take some time off
to allow her government to plan for the next campaign.A recent

meeting of ministers took place at her holiday house outside Berlin.
Five of the ministers present at the meetings complained about her
leadership. An unnamed minister said, "the chancellor is losing her
grip on the country", and described her as "totally uninterested in

government". No comments: Post a Comment We need your support
We have a quickly growing media team and it takes a lot of effort to

keep up with them all. We ask you to consider donating whatever you
can to help us. VIA PayPal. Talking Politics Feedjit West Papua The

recent arrest and confinement of some leaders of the independence
movement in West Papua is a cynical and blatant attempt to

blackmail Papuans into silence. It would seem that the Netherlands
are slowly putting a stranglehold on the sovereign rights of

Indonesia's oldest province. A situation that, with Indonesia's
integration with the rest of the country, would almost certainly have
never have come to pass had it not been for the foreign interference

of the Dutch colonials over the past 50 years or more. The situation in
West Papua is more than just the arrest and detention of the leaders
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of the independence movement, which are clearly reprehensible. The
Papuans are being intimidated from expressing their views and, as

the recent election results prove, are being deprived of their political
rights. In the name of "stability", the leaders of Indonesia must be

made to realise that a volatile situation in West Papua is not a thing of
the past - it is a present threat to Indonesian unity and

security.Highlights [BANGALORE, INDIA] Most likely because I’ve not
been there for some time and when I was last there I was a very, very

young man, I have a feeling I won’t be able to understand the
beautiful Toraja valley…
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